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Abstract---One of the functions of code generation (or peephole optimization of generated code) is to find 
a linear arrangement of code segments such that the sum of branch distances between code segments i
minimized. The problem is a generalization f the optimal inear arrangement problem which is known 
to be NP-hard. However, it has important applications in generating object code for pipeline and cache 
machines. This paper presents a branch-and-bound method which incorporates a heuristic for deriving 
a near-optimal initial solution 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If a program is represented asa flowgraph [1], then the problem of finding a linear ordering [2] 
of the code segments so as to minimize branch distances corresponds to a generalization f the 
optimal inear ordering problem which is known to be NP-hard [3]. While there are dynamic 
programming algorithms [4-6] which minimize the global size of object programs, our objective 
is not to minimize program size, rather we wish to minimize the sum of branch distances (SBD) 
between all node pairs that are connected by edges in a given flowgraph. The minimization of 
branch distances between code segments has several benefits: 
(1) An assembly language instruction set usually has two types of branches--short 
and long branches. A short branch instruction has a simpler addressing mode 
and shorter address operand compared with a long branch instruction. Hence, 
by rearranging code segments so that the sum of branch distances i minimized, 
we may we able to generate code which has fewer long branches. 
(2) In a pipeline machine, branches out of a pipeline are undesirable since they 
represent points at which the pipeline needs to be flushed resulting in loss of 
pipeline efficiency. 
(3) In a cache machine, if the snapshot of instructions within the cache at any time 
contains the active set of instructions, then the number of cache faults (instruc- 
tion fetches) is minimized and the program will run faster; this is especially 
critical in inner loops of computationally bound programs. 
The paper is divided into five sections: Section 2 introduces the formal model; Section 3 presents 
the algorithm and analyzes the complexity of each procedure; Section 4 discusses the overall 
correctness and complexity of the algorithm and Section 5 concludes with some remarks about he 
optimality of our algorithm. 
2. DEF IN IT IONS AND PROBLEM DESCRIPT ION 
A basic block is a sequence of consecutive statements which has a single entry point and a single 
exit point with no transfer of control between these two points. If we represent basic blocks as 
nodes, inter-block control flow as edges, add a start node ST as the first basic block (or entry point 
of the program), and an end node EN as the last block (or exit point of the program), we get a 
flowgraph (V, E) where V is the vertex set and E is the directed edge set of the flowgraph [Fig. 1 (a)]. 
If structured programming techniques are used to write programs then the resulting flowgraph 
is usually reducible. Most modern high level programming languages are so structured that it is 
difficult, if not impossible, to generate programs with non-reducible flowgraphs. In a flowgraph, 
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a node x is said to dominate another node y (written x domy) iff every path from the start node 
ST to y passes through x. A reducible flowgraph (RFG) is a flowgraph whose edges may be 
partitioned into two distinct groups, called the forward and backward edges [7] with the properties 
that, 
(1) the forward edges form a directed acyclic graph (DAG) in which every node can 
be reached from the ST node; 
(2) the back edges consist of only edges whose heads dominate their tails. 
The degree of a node x on a RFG [denoted Deg(x)] refers to the number of incoming plus out- 
going edges on x. The depth of a RFG is the maximum number of back edges on any cycle-free path 
in the graph. In programming language terms, this corresponds to maximum nesting level of loops 
in the program. A weighting function W: V~N from the nodes in V to a set of"weights" represents 
the number of object instructions needed to execute ach node. Without loss of generality, we 
assume the vertex set V to be the set { 1, 2 . . . . .  n }, where n is the cardinality of V. 
The process of code generation involves arranging the nodes of a RFG into a linear sequence 
or chain, since an object program is composed of a linear sequence of object instructions. In this 
sense, a chain is actually a permutation function Chain:V~ V which maps the nodes on the chain 
(1 .. .  n) onto the corresponding nodes of the given RFG. On a chain, a node i is said to be 
connected to another j(denoted Con(i,j)) iff the corresponding nodes in the flowgraph are 
connected, i.e. either (Chain(i), Chain(j)) or (Chain(j), Chain(i)) is in the edge set E. The branch 
distance (BD) between ode i and node j on a chain is defined as: 
I BD(j, i), if i >j,  
j--I=i+ BD(i,j) = k~J  W(Chain(k)), if Con(i,j), 
(.  0, otherwise. 
Formally, the problem of optimizing branch distances i  stated as the weighted linear ordering 
problem. 
Weighted linear ordering (WLO) problem 
given a RFG=(V,E)  and a weighting function W:V--*N, find a permutation 
function Chain:V~V such that the SDB is minimized i.e. 
SBD = min(sum from {Vi <j}{roman BD(i,/)}. 
i '~  i(1) 
1(2) "• i(1) ~-~ I(1) 
(*) 
(hi interval cover - {1(1)1 
interval cover = {1(1),1(2)} 
{e) 
interval cover = {1(1),1(2),1(6)} 
Fig. ]. Interval reduction of a reducible graph. 
Q 
(d) 
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The WLO problem belongs to the class of flowshop scheduling problems of n jobs on k 
processors. The combinatorial complexity ((k !) r'/kT) of finding the minimum flow time MFT 
[8] arises because we are considering all jobs to be independent. In WLO, however, we know 
that nodes which are connected in the given RFG will usually be near one another in the 
optimal linear sequence. Moreover, in a structured program it is clear that at any one time 
the active set of instructions belongs to instructions within a loop (or nested loops). Hence, 
the algorithm we are proposing is concerned with optimizing inner-loop branchings as a 
heuristic for optimizing the branchings of the entire program. In other words, our objective is to 
find a chain that minimizes branch distances of inner loops rather than the scalar value of SBD 
per se. 
2.1. Language model 
We are concerned with structured programs written in programming languages which have 
structures similar to the following BNF grammar: 
p:: = p;p 
[label:] whi le B do P endwhile 
if B then P [else P] endif 
S 
exit label 
/*sequence*/ 
/*iteration'/ 
/*conditional*/ 
/*statement e.g. a,=b + c*/ 
/*loop exit*/ 
B denotes a Boolean expression and S denotes a statement block. Iteration statements may be 
labelled, and exiting out of nested loops is done by an "exit" statement which specifies the label 
of the loop to be exited. We assume in our model that the label specified by an "exit" statement 
is attached to an enclosing loop. We also assume there is no "dead code", i.e. statements following 
an "exit". Figure 2 illustrates the corresponding reducible flowgraphs for which may be derived 
from the above grammar. 
P ::- P1 ; P2 P ::= (Ibl:) while e do P endwhile 
P ::= if Bthen P endif P ::= if Bthen P1 else P2endif P ::- S ;exit lbl  
A program is composed of a start node ST, a body P and 
an end node EN :- 
K.v  
V block exit point 
A block entry point 
Fig. 2. Flowgraphs ofstructured languages. 
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From this analysis, we can see that the flowgraph RFG = (V, E) of a program is composed of 
two types of nodes (excluding ST and EN): 
(1) B-nodes, conditional branch nodes, which have an out degree of 2 (correspond- 
ing to the true and false branches); 
(2) S-nodes, statement odes, which have an out degree of 1. 
This means that the number of edges in E (i.e. m) is at most twice the number of vertices in V 
(i.e. n); this implies in computing time and space complexities that O(m) = O(n). The analysis can 
be extended to multiway branches (with outdegree k) in a similar manner, where the number of 
edges will be k times the number of vertices. 
The enforcement of properly nested loops by the language nsures that each loop in the 
corresponding flowgraph will have a unique entry point (called the header node). Thus, all paths 
in the fiowgraph from the initial node ST to any node in a loop subgraph must pass through the 
header node; in other words, the head node dominates all nodes within the loop subgraph. It can 
be shown that a flowgraph is reducible iff all of its loops have a single entry point [7]. Thus, any 
flowgraph generated by our language model will be reducible. 
In order to model nested loop structures, the concept of an interval is used. An interval with 
a header node h, denoted by I(h), is defined constructively as follows: 
(1) h is in I(h), 
(2) if all the predecessors of some node m # h are in I(h), then m is in I(h); 
(3) nothing else is in I(h). 
Many optimization algorithms are based on interval analysis, which was first introduced by 
Cocke [9]. Interval analysis has several desirable properties: 
(1) an interval is single-entry, i.e. all edges outside an interval enters it via the header 
node only, i.e. the header dominates all nodes within the interval; 
(2) every cycle in an interval includes the header h, i.e. all back edges of an interval 
are incident of the header; 
(3) a node in an interval I(h) belongs to I(h) and no other intervals. 
These properties enable us to decompose a RFG into a set of disjoint intervals (which form an 
interval cover) and analyse ach of them independently. This decomposition process is often termed 
interval partitioning. From the interval cover of a flowgraph G, a "reduced" flowgraph G' is 
constructed as follows: 
Let the intervals be {I(h~), I(h2) . . . . .  I(hk)}. 
Then G' = (V', E'), 
where V' = {h~, h2 . . . .  , hk} and E' = {(hi, hi)[ (x, h~) e E and x ~/(hi)}. 
In other words, we coalese the nodes in an interval into a single node (by convention we label 
the "coalesed node" by the interval header), and connect a node h~ to hj in the reduced graph 
iff there is an edge from some node x in the original interval (hi) to the header of I(hj). This 
process is generally known as interval reduction. If we repeatedly perform the above reduction on 
a RFG, we will finally reduce it to a single node. We term the input RFG as the original RFG 
to distinguish it from its reduced RFGs. Figure 1 gives an example of interval partition and interval 
reduction. 
Coalesing intervals into single nodes may result in nodes in the reduced graph having more 
than two outgoing edges. However, that does not violate the property that O(m) = O(n), since 
the number of edges in the reduced graph is bounded by the number of edges in the original 
graph. 
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3. THE Min_SBD/ALGORITHM 
We will now present the Min_SBD algorithm to solve WLO. Basically, it is a "divide 
and conquer" algorithm: given a RFG, we solve WLO for each interval of the interval cover. 
Then, we "collapse" (reduce) the intervals into single nodes, resulting in a "second-order" RFG 
to which we recursively apply the Min_SBD algorithm. The overall linear sequence of the given 
RFG is then the union of all subsequences. The following is a high-level description of the 
algorithm: 
Algorithm Min_SBD (V, E) 
Let n be the number of nodes in V. 
Step 1. If n = 1 /graph is a single node/then done. 
Step 2. Find interval cover, I(h~), I(h2) . . . . .  I(hk) 
(where hi represents the header node of interval i). 
Step 3. For each interval I(h~) do 
find optimal interval chain, minChain. 
Step 4. Generate reduced graph (V', E') and apply Min_SBD recursively. 
Step 5. Expand the minChains into a single chain 
Figure 3 presents an example which steps through the algorithm above. The details of each step 
of Min_SBD will be discussed in subsequent sections. 
3. I. Finding the interval cover 
The objective of this step is to partition a RFG into disjoint intervals. An edge (x, y )  is either 
in an interval (i.e. both x and y are in the interval), or connects two intervals. The latter set of 
inter-interval edges is denoted U in the following algorithm. The interval partitioning algorithm 
is a variation on the greedy algorithm: a vertex belongs to an interval iff all its predecessors are 
already in the interval; we extend an interval by adding all nodes which meet this condition until 
we can add no more. Nodes which are reachable from the current interval but which are not in 
it are suitable candidates for other interval headers [7]. 
Let V(hi) and E(hi) denote the vertex and edge sets of l(hi), respectively. Then, the algorithm 
for finding interval cover of a RFG is as follows: 
Input: RFG = (V, E), ST is the start node. 
Output: L = interval cover {I(hl), I(h2) . . . . .  I(hk)}, 
where k = number of intervals 
U = set of edges connecting intervals. 
Post condition: 
V= V(hi) and E= U E(hi . 
i=  i 
Method: 
H = {ST}/set of potential header node/ 
L =0;  U=0;  
while H # 0 do 
select and delete a header node h from H 
compute I(h) /I(h) contains nodes all of whose incoming edges 
eminate from nodes already in I(h )/ L = L u I(h) 
U = U w {examined edges not within I(h)} 
H = H w {nodes that has a predecessor in I(h) but not already in one 
of the intervals of L } 
Analysis: The algorithm can be implemented torun in O (m) time [7]. Since we have 
shown earlier that O(m) = O(n), the algorithm is thus O(n). 
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3.2. Finding the optimal interval chain 
The objective of this step is to find an optimal chain for an interval which minimizes the sum 
of branch distances within the interval. The branch and bound technique is applied by defining 
the following operations: 
(1) Branching--this operation partitions the solution space into subspaces. The 
purpose of partitioning is to eliminate parts of the solution space that are not 
feasible by imposing constraints that are necessary conditions for producing 
feasible solutions. In other words, the resulting collection of solution subspaces 
completely defines every feasible solution of the problem. 
(2) Bounding--branching enables us to structure the enumeration of feasible 
solutions; in order to speed up computation, there is a need to define a bounding 
function (which maps a solution space into its lowest possible objective value) 
which prunes the domains whose objective values (SBD in our case) that will be 
higher than the current lowest bound. In this way, we can reduce the search space 
considerably. In order to further educe computation, we need to start with a 
feasible solution whose SBD value is near-optimal sothat our bounding function 
will prune a large portion of the search space. 
Hence, it is essential that a branch and bound algorithm has the following properties: 
(1) a good necessary condition 
(2) a good bounding function 
(3) a good initial solution. 
3.2.1. Data structures. The algorithm Min_SBD uses the following data structures. 
Chain: As described earlier, Chain is a permutation function which maps chain positions onto 
node numbers of the given RFG. Thus, Chain (i) denotes the corresponding ode in the RFG for 
the ith chain position. 
Tail_Cost: Tail_Cost(i)denotes the sum of weights of chain elements i + 1 to k, the last dement 
of a partially formed chain, i.e. 
k 
Tail_Cost(i)= ~ W(Chain(j)). 
j= i+ l  
Swap_Cost: The Swap_Cost able gives the costs of swapping two adjacent elements on a chain 
generated for a given RFG. A lookup table may be used instead of computing the swap cost each 
~ Weighting Fun~ion 
p i W(i'l 
/ /  r 683 
// 
// \ 
Fig. 3(a). Given RFG and its weighting function. 
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'i E i W(i) i W(i) B1 2 
' '. B2 s B1 2 
e ~'1~--.. ~ tl m, m m 
. . . . . . . . .  + 
~, /  I3 = (B2,11,12i 14 = fBI,13,EN} 
7-  Lot minCh-ln(G) denote the minimum oh.in of G 
~ q ~ P  derived from r,--J-u the branch and bound 
algorithm presented in section 3,2.2. 
Then, 
I1 = (B3,B4,SI,S2,S3,B51 minChain(ll) = [SI B3 B4 $2 B5 $3] 
12 = {B6,B7,S6,B8,S4,S5,S7| minChain(12) = [$7 $4 B8 $5 Be B7 $6] 
minChain(13) = [I1 B2 I2] 
minChain(14) = [13 B1 EN] 
Thus, minCham(RFG) is, 
[ $1B3 B4 $2 B5 $3 B2 $6 B7 B6 Sh5 B8 $4 $7 BIEN] 
Fig. 3(b). Stepping through the algorithm. 
Soffi~Codl ~ C o d e  ~ C o ~  
1: while Bldo LI: ifBl than /.S IrL1 
2: wln~B2do L2:ifB2th~L6 Ll(k.S1 
3: wln~B3 do L3: ifBa thanIA L3:ifB3 th~/A 
if B4 ~ ezit 3 ifB4 ,+hm~ I.,4 i f  B4 thin L10 
el~S1 $1 IA: $2 
mdif brL3 ifB5 thmL9 
endwhfle /al 1.4: $2 88 
.ram i f~  *.hA. L9 I+2 : if B2 then I.,6 
if B5 m~ alit I $3 I r  L3 
el~S3 brL2 L7:$7 
emiif L6 : ifB6 ~KA. L7 brLl 
endwhile /2/ ifB7thenL8 I~: $4 
4: while B6 do if B8 the- I.~ 11" L7 
ifB7 thenifB8 $4 L8:ifB8 Wen LI5 
thma $4; exit 4 brL7 $8 
dinS5 LS: $5 L6:ifB6 thenL? 
ekeS6 brL6 ~B7 t~mL8 
L8:$6 $6 
endwhile/4/ br L6 br L6 
$7 L7 : $7 LI : if B1 then I+2 
endwhile /I/ brL1 I+9 : halt 
END L9: halt 
Fig. 3(c). Source program and codes generated. 
time it is needed because the costs of swapping two adjacent elements on the n! possible chain 
configurations may be grouped into large equivalent classes of equal costs. This is true since the 
swap cost of two adjacent elements on a chain is determined by the number  of elements connected 
to them preceding them on the chain. 
To see this, consider any two distinct nodes x and y on a given RFG,  and suppose we have 
generated a chain for the RFG.  Without loss of generality, let: 
(1) x = Chain(i) and y = Chain(i + 1); 
(2) Px denote the number  of nodes connected to and preceding node i (or 
Chain-l(x)) on the chain 
(3) Sx denote the number  of nodes connected to and succeeding ode i on the chain. 
(It is clear that Sx = Deg(x)- Ix, so that Sx is derivable from Px). 
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If x and y are not connected and node x is swapped with node y, the costs of all Px predecessors 
o fx  will be increased by IVy units since y will not be before x. Similarly, the costs of all Sx successors 
of x will be reduced by IVy units. The same reasoning may be applied to Py and Sy. On the other 
hand, if x and y are connected then only Sx - 1 successors of x are affected by the swap since the 
edge connecting x and y is not affected. The same reasoning may again be applied to Py. Thus, 
the cost of swapping nodes x and y (or chain elements i and i + 1) may be computed as 
Swap_Cost(x, y, Px, Py) 
= ~(P~ - Sx)*W(y) - (Py - Sy)*W(x), if not Con(x,y), 
~(Px - Sx + 1)* W(y) - (Py - Sy - 1)* W(x), otherwise, 
f(2Px - Beg(x))* W(y) - (2Py - Beg(y))* W(x), if not Con(x, y), 
~t 
[(2P x Beg(x) + 1)*W(y) - (2Py-Beg(y) -  1)*W(x), otherwise. 
An example of Swap_Cost computation is given in Fig. 4. Clearly, given two distinct nodes on the 
RFG, the costs of swapping them are identical for the set of chains on which they are adjacent 
and have equal Px and Py values. Thus, given a RFG we can precompute the Swap_Cost able 
in O(n 4) time, which is reasonable considering the possible exponential number of computations 
if they were computed as needed. 
A positive Swap_Cost(x, y, Px, Py) indicates there will not be an improvement in the SBD value 
by swapping the adjacent nodes x and y on a chain with a (Px, Py) configuration. There are two 
useful theorems about Swap_Cost. The first theorem helps to set the necessary condition and find 
an initial solution for the branch and bound algorithm. 
Theorem I
Let (x~, x2 . . . .  , x,) be an optimal chain of a given RFG. Then, 
Swap_Cost (xk, xk + ], Pxk, Pxk +, ) ~> 0, V 1 ~< k < n. 
Proof. Otherwise, we can swap the two adjacent elements and get a lower SBD. 
The second theorem enables us to establish a good bound on the worst case complexity of our 
algorithm. 
I 
,,4 
(WIoo, suppose 
w( i )  = i ) 
A 
( ClWn ) n,~ 1 o 
2 4 
: 
i IIOulbl~ TIIILOoa¢~ 
4÷7.~ =14 
7~=10 
3 
o 
* 
a 
Sw~_Co~ (5 ,4 ,0 ,0 ) .  (0 -2 )4 -  (0 -3 )5 -7  
Swap_Cost (4 ,7 ,0 ,1 ) , . (0 -3+ 1)7 - (1 -1 -1 )4 - -  10 
ED(CSET) - (4.7)+7 = 18 
i -4  
8O(CSET) = ~_Tait_Costa).S~Aain(O 
I..1 
= 14(1) + 10(1) + 3(1) + 0(2) 
Thus, LSBD - 18+27 - 45 
Fig. 4. Computing swap cost and bounding function. 
P, ,B.  I~ 
o 2 1 
o 3 1 
1 1 1 
2 2 2 
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Theorem 2
= ~-  Swap_Cost(y, x Py, Px), if not Con(x, y), 
Swap_Cost(x, Y, Px, _ Swap_Cost (y ,  x, Py - l, Px + 1), otherwise. 
Proof. If x and y are connected, then if x and y are swapped, Px will increase by 1 (since there 
is an additional element y before x on the chain now) while Py will likewise decrease by 1. This 
explains the two different expressions. 
3.2.2. Finding the initial chain. Given a RFG, Theorem 1 established the necessary condition for 
an optimal chain: that adjacent nodes must have non-negative swap costs. Hence, a good initial 
solution would be one which satisfies uch a condition. We apply a modified bubble sort (a sort 
based solely on swapping adjacent elements) to obtain a chain in which no two adjacent elements 
have negative swap costs. The SBD value of this chain is then used as the current lower bound 
SBD (curr-min) in four branch and bound algorithm. 
Before finding an initial chain, we invoke the INIT routine to create a chain composed of 
(1, 2 . . . . .  n), and to compute the P, Deg and Swap_Cost values. After finding the initial chain, we 
apply COMPUTE_COST to traverse the chain once to compute its SBD which also serves as the 
initial curr_min. Hence, the algorithm is as follows: 
Input: I(h) = (V(h), E(h)). 
Output: curr_min /SBD of initial chain/ 
Method: 
INIT( )/initialize Chain[i] = i, P, Deg, Swap_Cost~ 
for i..=l to n do 
for j,=n - 1 downto i do 
let x'.=Chain[j]; y,=Chain[j + 1] 
if Swap_Cost(x, y Px, Py) < 0 
then swap(x, y, Px, Py)/swap x, y and update Px, Py/ 
end for 
endfor 
curr_min~=COMPUTE_COST(Chain)/traverse the chain to compute SBD/ 
Analysis: 
INIT takes O(n 4) time 
COMPUTE_COST takes O(m)= O(n ~) time 
the nested loops takes O(n 2) time 
thus, the algorithm runs in O(n 4) time 
3.2.3. Finding the optimal chain. Having found a suitable initial chain, we will discuss the good 
necessary condition, bounding function, and finally, the actual branch and bound algorithm for 
obtaining an optimal chain. 
Necessary condition 
Theorem 1 has established the foundation for a good necessary condition. Since an optimal chain 
cannot contain adjacent nodes with negative swap costs, this test is used as the necessary condition. 
If we implement the Swap_Cost matrix as a precomputed look up table, then checking the necessary 
conditions takes O (1) time. The tradeoff is of course the O (n 4) time for initializing and O (n 4) space 
for storing the table. 
Bounding function 
The bounding function maps a partially formed chain into the lowest possible bound SBD value. 
If this value is higher than the current lowest (i.e. curr--min), then there is no reason to complete 
the chain formation. Since we already have a good initial solution, the search space is considerably 
reduced by the bounding function, and the SBD value converges rapidly. 
Let CSET denote the set of nodes of the RFG which are already in the chain. Then, CSET 
denotes the set of nodes which have yet to be arranged on the chain. Without loss of generality, 
suppose the partially-formed chain has k elements. Then the SBD value of the chain is the sum 
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of branch distances between odes in CSET (i.e. BD(CSET)) and branch distances between odes 
at least one of which is in CSET (i.e. BD(CSET), a hitherto undeeidable value). To obtain a lower 
bound SBD value (LSBD) of this chain efficiently, we simply assume that all nodes in C~ have 
null weights. Thus, 
BD(CSET) = ~ BD(i,j) 
VI ~i<j~k 
k 
BD(CSET) = E Tail_Cost(i)*S'x 
iff i l  
where x = Chain(i) and S~, = Sx - J(y e cser  I Con(x,y) l. 
It is clear that both BD(CSET) and BD(CSET) may be cumulatively computed as the chain is 
being expanded, which means the computation of the bounding function is again O(1). Figure 4 
shows an example of computing the bounding function of a chain configuration. 
Branch and bound algorithm 
This is a backtracking algorithm, where the function NEXT is an iterator which returns the 
next feasible element of the chain being generated (i.e. Chain(k)). The search space is thus a tree 
which has a branch factor of n at level 1, n - 1 at level 2 . . . . .  1 at level n. Hence the number of 
tree nodes is 
n i -1  
E 1-I n - j  = O(n !). 
i=l j=O 
However, the actual size of the tree is significantly reduced in the magnitude due to the necessary 
condition, initial chain, and bounding function. Section 5 will deal with the complexity analysis 
of the algorithm. The algorithm is specified as follows: 
Input: I(h ) = (V(h ), E(h )), curr_min. 
Output: min_Chain /optimal chain/. 
Precondition: Tail_Cost(i) = 0, V0 ~< i ~< n. 
Method: 
procedure GENERATE(k)/generate the kth element of the chain/ 
while NEXT(k, Chain(k)) do/there is a feasible element/ 
x:=Chain(k - 1); y = Chain(k); 
Py:=I {1 ~< i < k lCon(Chain(i ), Y)}I 
if Swap_Cost(x,y, Px, Py) > 0 or 
Swap_Cost(x, y, Px, Py) = 0 and x < y/pass necc cond/ 
then 
LSBD,=bound( Tail_Cost, Chain) 
if LSBD < curr_min/pass the bounding function check/ 
then Tail-Cost (k )~= Tail_Cost (k - 1) + W(Chain (k - 1)) 
if k = n /a  complete chain is found/ 
then curr__min ,= LSBD 
min_Chain,=Chain/found a better chain/ 
else GENERATE(k + 1)/recurse/ 
endwhile 
Analysis: refer to Section 5. 
3.3. Reduction of the flowgraph 
This is the "conquer" step of the algorithm. Having found the optimal chains for each of the 
intervals, the next object is to reduce the RFG by collapsing intervals into single nodes. There are 
several implementation details we need to consider: 
(1) The weight of a "coalesed" node is the sum of the weights of the component 
nodes of the corresponding interval. 
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(2) Upon reduction, if two coalcsed nodes are connected by more than an edge (due 
to multiple exits from one interval to another before the reduction), the edge 
connecting the two nodes has to be "weighted" to indicate its multiplicity. This 
is essential as we must preserve the information that the branch distance due to 
the edge is actually due to multiple edges in the original flowgraph. Thus, 
adjustments can be made in computing Swap_Cost and SBD; namely, if mxy 
denotes the multiplicity of edges between x and y then 
Swap_Cost(x, y, Px, Py) = (Px - Sx + mxy)* W(y)  - (Py - Sy - mxy)* W(x), 
BD(i,j) = * m Chain(OChain(j) 
j - I  
W(Chain(k )) 
kff i l+l 
Px,=ex -~- mxy and Py,=Py - mxy, upon swapping x and y. 
The following algorithm describes interval reductions: 
Input: L/ interval cover {I(hl), I ( h~ ). . . . .  I ( hk ) } /. 
Output: RFG' = (V', E'). 
Method: 
for each interval I(h) do 
v '= v'u{h} 
for each (x,y)e U such that x el(h) and y el(y) do 
E'=e'u{<h,y>} 
endfor 
endfor 
Analysis: Clearly, the time complexity is O(m)= O(n). 
Theorem 3 
Reduction of a RFG always yields a RFG' of one less depth. 
Proof. If the RFG has only one interval, it will be reduced to a single node and the case is trivial. 
Otherwise, upon interval reduction, all backedges within intervals will be removed, i.e. the number 
of backedges along any acyclic path of RFG' will be one less than that of RFG. By induction, 
the theorem is proved. 
4. ANALYSIS OF THE ALGORITHM 
Theorem 4 
The algorithm Min_SBD produces a minimum cost chain. 
Proof. At each iteration, the algorithm correctly produces an optimal chain for each interval. 
By virtue of interval reduction, the combined chain will also be optimal with respects to inner loops. 
Since a RFG is of finite depth, by Theorem 3, the algorithm must halt. 
4.1. Time complexity 
We will now analyse the complexity of the branch and bound algorithm presented in 
Section 3.2.2. To do that, we first compute the largest possible number of feasible chains that 
may be generated without the use of a bounding function. Given an (n -  D-element chain 
(x~,x2 . . . . .  xn_~), there are n possible positions where we may insert x,. However, by 
Theorem 2, if we can place x, after x~ (arbitrary), then Swap-Cost(x,,x~,Px.,Px,) (or 
Swap_Cost(x,, x~, Pxn - 1, Pxn + 1) if Con(x,  x,)) will be non-negative and thus the chain con- 
figuration (. •., xn, x~, • • .) will not be generated by our branch and bound algorithm, thus leaving 
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only I-n/2-] feasible positions for x,. In other words, if C(n) denotes the number of feasible chains 
of n elements then 
n 
C(n)=C(n-1)*~ (C(1)=I )  
" -2n- - i  (~)  
= ~o- -T= 0 • 
Thus, the worst case complexity of the branch and bound algorithm applied to an interval of n 
vertices is O(n!/2n), which dominates the time complexities of all other steps of Min__SBD. By 
Theorem 3, since the total number of iterations is bounded by the depth d of the given RFG, the 
worst case time complexity of Min__SBD is bounded by O(d(n!/2")). However, it is worth noting 
that in the average case, the size of the RFG reduces exponentially in each iteration. 
5. CONCLUSION 
We have presented a branch and bound algorithm which solves the WLO problem. Although 
the worst case time complexity isexponential, it is not so in the average case, since a good bounding 
function and necessary condition for the algorithm have been presented. The interval analysis 
approach of solving WLO has several advantages: 
(1) in a loop-based structured program, the active working set of instructions at any 
one time is usually composed on instructions within a loop (interval); by finding 
optimal sub-chains of loops and splicing them together, we are able to generate 
a final chain which exhibits inner-loop optimality and is thus desirable from the 
execution point of view. 
(2) Statistically, an interval has no more than 10 nodes. This gives the worst case 
complexity of the algorithm a very desirable bound: 
• n!  ],m .< o (,,'). 
Hence, the effective worst case of Min_SBD is O(dn4). 
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